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Farm visit report. 

Rhydimoor Farm, 8/4/21 

 

Background: 
 
A site visit was requested to review house 2 where it is reported that the 2 ends of the building are running at 
very different temperatures and the imbalance is causing activity issues in the chicks and poorer litter in the far 
end of the building, it is reported that litter is poorer at the far end. The issue is said to improve as the crop goes 
on. 
 

Findings: 
 
During our visit the birds were 22 days old. The temperatures were fairly well balanced. The litter appeared dry 
and friable. Activity of the birds was sporadic, but this could have been due to the inlets were open to a 15% 
minimum, this would ordinarily be a good setting for the 4 fans but with only 3 fans running this was too wide 
causing only 20 pascals. We made a change in the fan panel to use another fan in the faulty fans place and 
ventilation looked good and pascals were back at the 32 set point. One point of note I didn’t mention during my 
visit was that I would recommend a slightly wider gap through the fan stages, 0.5c is a small amount of ambient 
temperature to increase ventilation and reduce the temperature the bird is feeling. I would start at 1.0c and bring 
it down as needed in warmer weather with bigger birds. The birds will likely prefer the cycling fans to stay on 
rather than extra fans and inlet opening. 
 
As the issue is more with chicks at higher temperatures we suspected it to be more of an issue with heat 
distribution than ventilation. The heater run times in the Qfarm archive show that the near end heater is running 
very hard, the far end fairly hard but not quite as much as the front and the middle heater was barely running at 
all. We therefore looked at why the middle heater was not working hard enough, we found the middle probe is 
very close to the middle hot water heater, this could be causing an issue where the heater is switching off very 
quickly as soon as the heat touches the probe and gives an artificial warm temperature. Because there is no heat 
coming form the middle of the house towards the ends this causing the ends to work harder, this could be a 
contributing factor to the issue. We will move this probe further down the house away from the heater in order 
to get it to work harder and hope the house’s temperatures will balance better. 
 
 

 

Probe location to heater currently 
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A second potentially contributing factor we would look at would be the fan sequencing, currently the very first 
and last ridge fans are the initial stage 1 fans, this could be pulling all the heat out of the ends of the building in 
the early stages where these are the only 2 fans running, we would propose to change this to a more even 
staging down the house. I have looked at this and would make changes as follows: 
 
 

Proposed new fan sequencing: 
 
Stage 1= 4 & 7 
Stage 2= 2 & 9 
Stage 3= 3 & 8 
Stage 4= 5 & 6 
Stage 5= 1 & 10 
Stage 6= Maxifans B and C 
Stage 7= Maxifans A and D 
 
 

The red dot is the existing probe location, the green is the proposed new location, further from the 

central heater. 

Current sequencing 
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Summary: 
 
 
It was difficult to see the issue that was described today now that the birds are generating body temperature and 
it was a mild day outside. A further visit next crop after the changes have been made and during the key brooding 
period will be beneficial. At this visit we can look more in depth at ventilation should the issue show itself. We 
may find on the next cycle that the outsider temperature will be higher due to summertime and the issue not 
present. 
 
Proposed fixes: 
 

• Move central temperature probe to get the middle heater working harder. 

• Re-sequence the fan stages to balance the ventilation better, an engineer will fix this on site, new label 
will be provided for the panel. 

• I will carry out a follow up visit during the brooding period next crop to see the issue in the key stage it 
happens. 

 
In addition to this I make the following recommendation based on observing the birds during the visit. 
 

• Look to trial bigger intervals between temperature stages, start at 1.0c for chicks, this can be reduced for 
bigger birds if they are showing they want more or in warmer weather when the fans are needed more 
quickly. 

 
Ben Reed 
Technical Consultant Manager. 
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